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INC: CONTEXTUALIZATION TRANSCRIPTION OF NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION

Contextualization transcription of non-verbal communication

This disclosure relates to contextualization transcription of non-verbal communication. All transcription
applications today take inputs from audio capturing endpoints like microphones and apply voice/speech
recognition algorithms and then speech-to-text transformations to transcribe the user’s speech. This
transcription can further be enhanced by adding non-verbal inputs (inferred through video AI) to the
transcription which can add contextual value to the transcription.
This disclosure proposes methods to combine both video and audio inputs and transcribe it to solve this
issue. With the use camera AI to add non-verbal context to transcription. This would complement audio
transcription. Camera AI would look for common gestures, motions, activities and add to transcription.
AI would learn new behaviors of participants.

Process of Non-Verbal Communication:
The above flowchart is the overall flow of the process with IP Disclosure boxed in, covers both AI Engine
gesture detection and the Transcription Process.
The aim for the AI Engine is as follows.
1. Process the frames
2. Determine if hand gesture took place
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3. If hand gesture occurs, it goes through transcription process to determine what occurred.
The Transcription Process description below.
During the conference if a vote were to occur or suggestions for question or comments. Users may vote or
comment with hand gestures i.e., thumbs up, down, or raise hand.
During a video conference, non-speakers can use hand gestures, such as raising hand, signifying a nonverbal cue for input or question for the speaker without having to interrupt the speaker and cause speaker
to lose train of thought. These non-verbal cues can be transcribed to speaker’s screen and let the user get a
better understanding of the room and improve non-face-to-face meetings.
Prior to developing this idea, non-face-to-face meetings would inefficiently use meeting time to get the
message around by having to pause to see if others have any input or suggestions. The same thing occurs
when it came to decision making to see if everyone agrees. By utilizing Camera AI, to read hand gestures
and transcribe hand gestures to text to relevant participants, we can communicate non-verbally and save
meeting time.

Utilizing non‐verbal communication hand gestures can help relay the message more clearly in a quick
and efficient process to gather information from users without the need of interrupting the speaker.
Raised Hand - A raised hand during a video conference can be transcribed such that the presenter can be
informed that a user has raised his hands. This can happen even if the user is not streaming his video into
the conference. This lends to a very natural experience of raising hand and being recognized, as opposed
to clicking a raised hand icon in the conference.
Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down - Thumb gestures (Up and Down) can be used seamlessly without
requiring clicking buttons for things like voting during townhalls.
Raise Fingers - Users can provide answers to a multiple‐choice question simply by showing the number
count in fingers to register their responses.
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Overview (An Example flow):

AI Engine process:

1.

Use vision AI to capture video data of hand
gestures in real-time
2. Data mine hand shapes features to analyze
through machine learning process implement
method of detecting hand gesture
3. Machine Learning process – Using previously data
mined datasets of hand features with built on deep
learning algorithms to capture and process data
3a – Implement Clustering algorithm to group data points
and classify them based points, properties of the hand
features
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3b – Train machine learning algorithm using Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) to classify image captured of hand
gestures
4. Uncategorized models will be ignored
5.

Known hand gestures models will be saved and
transcribe hand gesture to text to relevant
participants
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